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Advisement: Mulligan® brandAdvisement: Mulligan® brand

It's a Trademark!
The Mulligan® brand is a federal registered trademark. As the
administrators of the Mulligan® brand, Do-Over® brand, Mulligans®
Game and other trademarks, Good-Heart Charity Brands® is obligated
to advise the owner of these trademarks when trademark violations
are discovered, or else the trademarks can become diluted and lost.

Unauthorized use of the Mulligan® brand is a violation of applicable
federal laws. Each Mulligan® brand tax receipt conveys tax deductibility
through compliant receipting as required under IRS regulations, product
authentication through hologram technology, and unique serialization to
facilitate IRS and state taxing authority tracking to specific fundraising
events--all are significant, unique, and expected benefits for both a donor
and nonprofit. Due to the cash equivalent nature of tax receipts, the
benefiting nonprofit or fund is vetted and certified a valid tax exempt
entity prior to the distribution of custom printed Mulligan® brand tax
receipts.

It's a Donation!
The act of transacting a mulligan is in fact a solicitation for a charitable
donation. Once received, and if large enough, the IRS requires that the
nonprofit provide a substantiation and receipt. On the other side of these
transactions, supporters are required to have bona fide receipts to deduct
mulligan donations from their taxes, regardless of the dollar value. If
donors can not provide valid receipts, they will be subject to IRS fines,
back taxes, interest and penalties--and the nonprofit will have lost a valued
supporter. Please don't take that chance. Using authentic Mulligan® brand
tax receipts is so easy--and the right thing to do!
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Monetary Damages from Trademark Violations
When a volunteer at a charity event solicits a donor by offering to sell a
"mulligan," a trademark violation has occurred, because it is reasonable
for donors to expect the opportunity to deduct donations from their taxes-
-which requires an IRS-compliant tax receipt. Mulligan® brand is the
trademark for tax receipts.

A donation and its tax-deductible receipt are not mutually exclusive--they
go hand in hand. Therefore, when a donor is offered a "mulligan" as a way
of making a fundraising donation, the delivery of a tax-deductible receipt
is the subsequent and expected action of this transaction.

Because of the special benefits provided, the unique characteristics, and
to prevent public confusion and trademark dilution, the owner of
the Mulligan® brand advises that it will be actively defended from
infringements as allowed under 15 U.S.C. Section 1114. Those found to be
willfully infringing upon the trademark owner’s rights can be held liable for
statutory damages as high as $200,000, as set forth in 15 U.S.C. Section
1117(c)(1).

Federal Trademark Registrations
Mulligan® brand / Serial Number 85683597

IC 016. US 002 005 022 023 029 037 038 050. G & S: Printed receipts for use by others that are

serialized and authenticated and that provide all of the elements required by the Internal Revenue

Service (IRS) to be a bona-fide tax-deductible receipt that is given at events by nonprofit

organizations in exchange for charitable contributions; receipt books. FIRST USE: 20110116. FIRST

USE IN COMMERCE: 20120524

Do-Over® brand / Serial Number 85934728

IC 016. US 002 005 022 023 029 037 038 050. G & S: Printed receipts for use by others that are

serialized and authenticated and that provide all of the elements required by the Internal Revenue

Service (IRS) to be a bona-fide tax-deductible receipt and substantiation that is given at events by
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nonprofit organizations in exchange for charitable contributions; receipt books. FIRST USE:

20130510. FIRST USE IN COMMERCE: 20130510

Which Option Do You Prefer?
After you have reviewed the three permitted uses that follow, we would
appreciate if you would share with us your preference by selecting one of
the choices in the table at the end of this advisement.

Option 1Option 1
We at Good-Heart understand that it can be difficult to adjust to a new
behavior or way of doing things. However, the Mulligan® brand tax
receipt and its fundraising program are a value-add for the event
producer, the nonprofit and especially the nonprofit's valued supporters.

There is no economic reason not to use authentic Mulligan® brand tax
receipts!

Get Paid to Use Authentic Mulligan® brand Tax Receipts
This option is the most popular. Good-Heart will pay a small commission to
event producers, service providers, golf courses and national headquarter
groups of nonprofit agencies for facilitating the use of authentic Mulligan®
brand tax receipts.

Now, nonprofits and their donors can enjoy the full benefits that the
Mulligan® brand provides.

• tax deductibility for solicited donations at charity events
• compliance with IRS regulations
• a demonstration of professionalism and respect for the nonprofit's

valued donors
• access to free raffle prizes
• access to low-cost event participant gifts
• value-add promotions
• free turn-key online event stores
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Commission rates for facilitating the use of authentic Mulligan® brand tax
receipts are an industry standard 5% of the tendered purchase costs, after
applicable discounts or promotions.

Good-Heart is ready to leap into action to help nonprofits produce
successful events. Our simple return policy takes risk out of using
authentic Mulligan® brand tax receipts. We even go a step further by
offering a consignment program.

Choosing to get paid for using

authentic Mulligan® brand tax receipts helps everyone!

How Does Facilitation Occur?
We mentioned how various entities can enjoy commission revenues for
facilitating the implementation and use of authentic Mulligan® brand tax
receipts. What needs to happen?

• Event Producers, advise your nonprofit customers about Mulligan®
brand tax receipts and the fundraising program. Call Good-Heart and
ask to have an interactive proposal and quotation emailed to
your contact at the nonprofit. Mulligan® brand purchases from these
nonprofits will credit commissions to the referring event producer.

• Vendors, if you provide a service, or sell ticket packs or card games for
use at nonprofit fundraising events, advise your nonprofit customers
about Mulligan® brand tax receipts. Call Good-Heart and ask to have
an interactive proposal and quotation emailed to your contact at the
nonprofit. Mulligan® brand purchases from these nonprofits will credit
commissions to the referring vendor.

• Golf Courses, print a copy of the Mulligan® brand tax receipts order
form to be included with the day-use contract that is given to
nonprofits for use of the golf course grounds and facilities. A unique
identification number on the Mulligan® brand order form tells Good-
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Heart where to send the commission payment once a nonprofit orders
their Mulligan® brand tax receipts.

• National Headquarters Groups, process orders for Mulligan® brand
tax receipts through an intranet link. Each regional office can place
orders under your assigned referral code. Mulligan® brand purchases
for these regional offices will credit commissions to the national
headquarters group.

Contact us to get started!

321-233-2288

kathy@good-heart.org

Option 2Option 2

Cease All Infringing Activities
This is the least beneficial choice, as the value-add that the Mulligan®
brand and its fundraising program yield, sadly will not be utilized.

Ceasing infringing activities means that solicitations for donations cannot
use, suggest, or incorporate through verbal appeal, audio media or
musically, visual media, print or writing, under cipher code, in vegetation,
land, water or air, on items of commerce, applied either temporarily or
permanently to one's person, or by sign language the following
trademarks administered by Good-Heart:

• Mulligan® brand • DO-OVER® brand

• Redo™ brand • Mulligans® Game brand

Examples of Infringing Activities
Making verbal statements in the following ways:

"Would you like to buy a Mulligan®?"
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"Do you want a DO-OVER®?"

"Need a Redo™?"

Presenting written solicitations or opportunities:

Card packs have a Mulligan®

Tickets include a DO-OVER®

Comes with a Redo™

Complimenting Acts
In the IRS definitions governing fundraising activities, it is expected that
a monetary transaction amount in excess of the fair market value for
any product, service or opportunity is a benefit to the entity making the
transaction offer. In the case of nonprofit organizations, those benefits are
transacted through donations. In most every case, the subsequent and
reasonable expectation from a donation is a bona fide tax receipt.

Please remember...that any unauthorized transactions established
through the use or suggestion of an opportunity that is associated
with any owned trademark is an infringement.

Option 3Option 3

License the Mulligan® brand
The Mulligan® brand, its attributes and characteristics may be licensed for
an annual fee. Each licensing agreement is confidential and unique--and is
designed to yield the highest benefits for the nonprofit community.

This solution works well for National Headquarters Groups wishing to
pay one license fee for the conveyance of rights that allow the use
of the Mulligan® brand for all of its regional offices under the terms of one
license agreement. Regional offices pay only the cost of production and
the administrative cost for each authentic Mulligan® brand tax receipt,
$.10 and $.25, respectively, regardless of face value.
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Similarly, golf courses can attract nonprofit customers to their facilities by
marketing with the Mulligan® brand, and passing the savings gained from
their license agreement on to those nonprofits.

Which Option Do You Prefer?

Permitted Uses Preference
Get Paid to Use the Mulligan®

License the Mulligan®

Cease All Infringing Activities
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